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INTRODUCTION 

The California Youth Authority. under 0 ~lrant trom the National Institute 

of Mental Health (NIMH). has recently completed a three-year study' of group 

homes used as placement resources for Youth Authority wards. This research-

demonstration study wa~i conducted as an integral part of the Community 

Treatment Project (eTP) t which is also a research-d~monstr.allon projc,.:t 

jointly sponsored by the Youth Authority and NIMH. (1) 

Although sc~e of the final data analysis and reporting has yet to be 

complet~d. it is possible, at this point, to present an overview of the 

Group Home Project, to share some select0d experiences, and to offer so~e 

tentative conclusions. It is the intent ~f this discussion to contribute to 

the growing amount of information relative to a nation-wide trend toward 

emphasizing tr~atl1]~nt of delinquent youth in community-based programs, \!J.~'} ---.-----.. ~------------ ~--

and within this trend, a .gre9.t~E ... !!~g of out-of-home plac.ements - group IIome!: 

being one type of such placement. 

1 Apri 1, 1966 to October, 1969. 
? 
'-A modified, shorter Jr>rsion of this r"po~t will app~ar in Child'-en. Vol. 17, 

No. I., Jul';-/\'Jsuc;t, 1970, und"'r the titlp., "A Different;,:d USE'! of Group Homes 
For Delinquent Boys". 
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BACKGROUND AND RATIONALE 

Ihe CQrnmynjty Treat~nt PrQj~,~: From late 1961 to October 1969* the erp 

progtam was designed to compare an intensive treatment""control progrcilm in 
"'-'-4""'_"~-""--'''''~---------·----'''''''""'·-'''·· ., 

the cOfI'mun i ty wi th the t.c~glJ i ona I Youth Authori ty program ~_ typl ca n y ----._-_ ... - ........ -
instltutlonalizatlun and parole (to caseioads of 70-80) - for wards 

--~....,.- ..... , 

13 to 18 years of age who were committed to the Youth Authority from - -----
j u,,:enile courts in the Stockton and Saclrarr-.anto metropoll tan areas (and 

from 1964 to 1969 also in San Francisco). First commitment eligible juvenile 

court wards were riUldom-l-y.-ass.i.gfted to either the IItradltlonal" programs or 

to the Community Treatment Project and placed in caseloads averaging 12 per 

parole a~~DJ:. (4) 

Previous studies had strongly indicated that smaller caseloads offered 

greater likelihood that more adequate supervision and service§ would be 

provided. However, the reduced caseloads ~ as an isolated factor ~ did not 

assure that relevant treatment would, tn fact, occur. (5) In addItion, cnother 

study had indicated that the same work~r and/or treatment was not equally 

effective with all types of wards. (6) Thus, other dimen!ions were added to 

the CTP program which have Included: 

(a) classification of wards according to their level of maturity 
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{based primarily on perception and behavior);l (b) matching of ' 

youngsters to workers; (c) differential and treatment-relevant 

planning and decision-making relative to each youngster's unique 

needs, personality and short and/or lung-range goals; (d) use of 

the agent-youngster relationship as the major vehicle for change. 

Additional treatment-program variables which have been employed in CTP 

include a school program (tutorial. remedial, and regular classes), consultants, 

5pecialized training, community resources, individual, family, and group 

counseling. Also Included have been CTP Center activities. recreational and 

educational outings, and out-of-home placement (e.g., foster homes) group 

1Warren, M.Q. and CTP staff ... "Interpersonal Maturity (I-level) Classification: 
Juvenile ll

, 1966. A given youngster's position in this system is determined 
primarily through lengthy, in-depth tntervieW$. The system has had q as a 
frame of reference and a tool - several important implications In CTP and 
the Group Home Project. The I-level system is summarized a5 follows: 

l"Ley~] Subtype~ 

Asoclatized, Aggressive 
Asocialized, Passive 

Conformist. Immature 
Conformist. Cultural 
Manipulator 

Neurotic, Acting-Out 
Neurotic, Anxious 
Situational Emotional Reaction 
Cultural Identifier 

-3-
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homes, independent placemcnt).i Thus. group home placement has been one of 

several kinds of plac3ment alternatives and - in the broader cont~xt of CTP ~ 

one of many tr'eatment variables available to agents In employing differentIal 

treat~nt concepts. 

The concept of group homes Is not new - dating back to 1916 in New York City. (7) 

Group homes can take on a variety of definitions p staffing patterns and uses. 

Some are agency-owned and professionally staffed and provide complete Internal 

care and casework services; oth~rs are basically a foster home designed 

primarily for the care and supervision of several children. In some types 

of group homes, provisions are made for long-term care, while others are 

used exclusively for limited a term care. ~~st group homes probably take on 

characteristics between these extremes, adapting the many possible varlab1e~ 

to meet local needs t concepts, and e,~unity ~nd/or agency realities (e.g., 

finances, zoning taws). 

The Group Home Project - its premises and definitions - grew out of some of 

the basic tenets and experiences within the Community Treatment Project, 

which related to treatment and out-of-home placement needs that parole 

agents were encountering when working intensively with delinquent youth in a 

community-based treatment program. A 1965 out-of-home placement survey 

\ 1 In sunmary, the effect i veness of. the eTP program over the cornpari son 
(tradi ti ona lly haii-aTed/ groi:ip'has been demonstrated by lower' reci di vi sm 
(revocat i on of para Ie); greate.r=-.:.pos it ive-"pre:':post test score chan~fe!!; 
and a greater: proportion ()fs~ccessful discharges from parole. A 
bibliography of the numel'ous reports which have been published by CTP 
is available on request to Ted Palmer, Ph.D., Principal Investigator, 
Community Treatment Project, 3610 5th Avenue, Sacramento, California 95817. 
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revealed that more than ~~'f; of CTP experimental youngsters hac been placed 

outside of their natural homes. This contrasts mark~dly with the 5% statewide 

average for out-of-home placement of Youth Authority parolees. (e) 

ihe basic reason for this greater emphasis on out-of-home placement in CTP 

had been the increased attention to locating living situations which will 

ue.rmjt non-delinqucmt behavior to occur and wIll enhance" or <It least not 

interfere with - the treatment program of given youngsters. for example, 

a youngster whose major way of relating to the world is conformity, or 

"allegjilnCe" to external realities may have little or no alternative to 

delinquency in a highly delinquent neighborhood. Other youngsters caught 

in neurotic family binds and conflicts may have little "choice" but to 

escape through delinquent acting-out when placed with their families. 

Problelns in locating suitable foster homes, maintaining them p and integrating 

them with the CTP program resulted in the concept of utilizing group homes. 

I twas, fe 1 t that more contro 11 ed and thus more appropri ate atmospheres cou ld be 

established for a significant proportion of those youngsters needing out-of

home placement. In addition, agents were discovering many instances in which 

temporary housing waS needed at various and often unpredictable times for 

youngsters, where format, secure custody (e.g. p juvenile hall) was not 

necessary or was felt to be inappropriate. These circumstances suggested the 

need for: (a) a number of out-of-home placement facilities; (b) a range of 

atmospheres among these facilities; and (c) temporary holding facilities. 

-5-
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The basic conceptual ideas of the Group Home Project began to be formulated 

in 1962 and a limited, and largely non-systematic USe of group homes within 

CTP began. (9) Impetus was given to a systematic study of group homes by a 

statewide study of Youth Authority foster care needs, which included in its 

recolTl1lendations that the Youth Authority 11 ••• immediately proceed to set up a 

significant number of agency-operated group homes .•. with the particular purpose 

of learning as much as possible about their operation ..... ! .. (to) .. 

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 

The goals of the Group Home Project were: (a) to determine the h.HlI5ibilit~ of 

establishing and maintaining each of the group homes, (b) to develop a taxooQIIDL 

of relevant environments, describing in detai 1 the important aspects of the 

environments in treatment~relevant ways rather than through a controlled 

experiment, (c) to evaluate the impact of the group home experience on 

youngsters. All of these goals related to the attempt to assess the relative 

worth and uti lity of each home as a placement alternative and treatment 

resour~e, and its implications for use in other settings. Thus, the design 

involved exploration and hypotheses-making rather than hypotheses-testing. 

The research role or focus was to describe - generally and in detail - ~11 of 

the significant aspects of the Project. Thus, the role was similar to that of 

an anthropologist (in observing the culture), or to an historian. It required 

consistent and systematic involvement with every participant or the 5t~dy 

population. 

-6-
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.tiL.!.UIJLJ:!r2..~.~!i,~ll: The five di fferent types of group homes defined 

in the tJri9inal proposal Wl'~re ~lased on eTP's differential treatment concepts. 

Home Types I, II and III were designed specifically to meet the treatment-

control needs of most of the subtypes in the three major I-level classIfications 

tound in the del inquent population; I?, I,~. and 14 ), Home Types IV imd V were 

designed for the short-term care of al I delinquent subtypes. The original 

home types .. ~r~ described below, including the maximum capacity for eech home 
. . " ~ ,~ , ". .... . , ~ . " . . . 

and the I-level subtypes for which each h~ was desig~ed, and for which the 

given home was exclusively avai lable. The model descl"ibing a sixth type of 

home, deve loped by Group Honm Proj ec t s taff ~ was added i n I~ay, 196e. Due in 

part to the small number of girls potential'y avai lable for ~ny of the given 

types of homes, the Project homes were developed for boys only. Co-edUcational 

arrangements were discussed but never' tried. 1 

Iw~ ! .. eCQtJ;ctjye (For four you!'9sters c;lassified Ap or Cfm):2 
This type of group home was planned for very inwnature and dependent 
yourtgsters. The home should approximate normal family living as 
closely as possible and should be operated by a married couple with 
training and patience to offer intensive involvement, support and 
supervision for long periods of time. 

1A seventh type of home, a group home for girls. was subsidized and studied during 
the last year of the Project but no model was developed, since the home had been 
developed in eTP outside of the design of the Group Home Project. Data or 
experienc.es with this home are not included in this article. See Turner, L, 
"A Girls' Group Home: An Approach to Treating Delinquent Girls in the Community!', 
Conwnunity Treatment Project Report Series: 1969, No.1. 

2Due to reduced numbers of 12 's and Cfm's on parole in eTP and a smaller-than
usual number of these wards having been committed, the Type I Home was opened in 
September of 1967 to compatible (with efm's, and with the home design) '4 Na's 
and Nx's. This arrangement worked satisfactorily for the most part. 

-7-



TYpe II - C0ntajn~~ (For six youngsters classified Hp or efc): 
This home was envisioned for the youngster usually labeled as a 
culturally conforming delinquent or as a "defective character". 
The horne should represent concrete and realistic demands for 
conforming, productive behavior.· The home should operate essentially 
on a "non-family" basis since these youngsters frequently respond to 
firm, objective authority and control when these do not carry with 
them the price tags of emotional involvement inherent in most parent
child relationships.' 

,Type III * BoardiOg (For six youngsters classified Na, Nx, Se, or ei): 
This home was for some of the more mature and comple)( \-/ards who are in 
the early stages of emancipation, but who do not have enough strength 
to be on their own. The home should provide a base from which to work 
as the youngsters continue to deal ·with the resolution of internal 
conflicts, with problems of emancipation, identity and the like. The 
group home parents should maintain an atmosphere of comfort without 
threat and should allow the youngsters to form meaningful relationships 
with them if the youngsters choose to do so. 

IYRe IV - Temporary Community Care (For six youngsters of any I-level): 
This home was to serve only temporary placement needs where custody 
or independent living is seen as being inappropriate and/or unnecessary_ 
This type of placement can be used for (a) temporary housing while changing 
placements; (b) a context in which to do shortaterm counselir.g away from 
a stressful situation; or (c) housing while treatment planning is being 
formulated (or being reassessed). Support should be emphasized rather 
than custody and restriction. 

Type V - Restriction (For six youngsters of any I~level): This home would 
be a substitute for detention in juvenile halls or similar facilities for 
those youngsters who need restrictive behavioral limits, Placement in 
this home - as in the Type IV Home - could permit the continuation of 
school, work, group meetings, etc. Placement would be for about ten days 
or less. If limits and surveillance were needed for a longer period of 
time, other arrangements would be made. To some extent this home would be 
run on an "honor" (i ,e., unlocked door) system. 

'This original model statement was revised as a result of experience in 
operating a Containment Home. Basically. the "non-fami ly" aspect of the 
mode 1 was changed to read: IIOpportun i ty for growth is thought to res tin 
the formation of atypical (for these types of youngsters), healthy relationships 
with adults within the context of authority, controls, etc. ll • 

-8-
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I.ypc )11 - Individualized (For six youngsters classified I~ - primarily 
Na or Nx): This home was designed for those youngsters who may benefit 
from having a "family-like" situation and healthy adult relationships 
made available to them wHile resolution of conflicts with self and 
fami ly takes place. A great deal of flexibility would be allowed in 
terms of the expectations of the youngsters relative to the home, and 
in terms of the nature ot their relationship with the group home parents. 
long-range plans for individual wards can include return to family, 
placement in an individual foster home, independent living, or continued 
placement in the group home. 

fCQceduIes And Administratioo: Most of the operating procedures were developed 

concurrently with the implementation of the proposal. Decisions were made in 

such a way that the operation of the Project and the homes would be harmonious 

with the proposal, with the erp design and current treatment thinking, and the 

projected (or experienced) needs of group home parents, youngsters and staff. 

The staffing pattern concept used in the group homes was oriented more toward 

the group foster home end of the continuum of group home "types" mentioned 

earlier. The reason for this decision rested with early thinking during 1962~65, 

in relationship to CTP's needs and views regarding an internally compatible 

program. The use of the homes was not seen as ~ major treatment vehicle since 

it was rather basic to the CTP design that the parole agents' role was that of 

being the tocus for casework and treatment services. In addition, the group-foster. 

home type of arrangement is less expensive than other staffing patterns and is 

usually more compatible with local zoning requirements. 

-9-



Group home parent candidates (couples, as a rule) were recruited from the 

general population in much the same way that fostpr homes are recruited. 

Selected individuals - under a formal group home contract with the Youth 

Authority - were then to provide acceptable facilities, equipment, etc., in 

addition to the basic care and maintenance r)f youngsters placed in their' homes. 

Among the several methods of programming paymer>t to qrolJp home parents, the 

procedure which was finally adopted involved the payment of a monthly retainer 

{set pre-established amount} at the beginning of each month, plus a pet'-w<)rd 

subsidy "reimbursement" calculated on the basis ,)f the total number f)f ward-days 

that hao ,accumulated during the preceding mcmth. Thpse iunounts rilngp,d from $?()O 

per month retainer plus $1?~ per ward per month to a $~OU retainer pluS $110 pAr 

ward per month. The total monies aVa; lable were not the same for all homes. 

During the operation of the Project. the Youth Authority1s standard group home 

payment (for non-Project homes) was a $200 retainer plus $.14 per ward per month. 1 

. SelectioD Of GLQ~P Hom~ Parents: Recruitment and initial screening were done 

by the Group Home Coordinator, whose responsibilities also included trainin9. 

coordination and ongoing maintenanc~ and evaluation of all Projt'ct homes in 

conjunction with CTP agents. Following the coordinator's appraisal, candidates 

were interviewed in-depth by the researcher, who also administered two 

l This has be!'n increased recently to ., $r; rct<lin(·r plus ~l1t' pe" ward per month. 
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paper-and-pencil questionnaires. The coordinator and researcher then independently 

and - afterwards - jointly rated the candidates in relation to a scale of 52 Items 

of personality and behavior. (II) The collective information was then eVDluated 

with the eTP staff - individuals who would potentially be using a given home - to 

arrive at a final selection decision. 

These q~estionnaires and ratings were not used as absolute measures of 

appropriateness. Instead, they were used in conjunction with the above 'intervievJs 

and other available information i·n·an·.a·ttem.pt to hel.p.r.efine perceptLQns .a.s t.o .... 

given candidates' (a) appropriateness for foster care in general, (bj strongest 

area(s) of compatibility with given types of youngsters, home models, staff and 

current treatment concepts, and (c) flexibi lity and growth potential, 

Except for those few areas pre-determined by the research design, attempts were 

made to handle issues and decision-making in a joint, cooperative (flteam approach lJ
) 

manner. It was felt that this was imperative if given homes and the Project were 

to be an integral - rather than separate - part of the total eTP program. Such 

things as intake into the homes, training, home maintenance and management, 

staffings, evaluations, and contract terminations were designed to involve all 

principal people. Agents, supervisors, coordinator, research~r. and, where 

appropriate, group home parents were involved in various combinations in 

differina kinds of staffings or meetings - whether routine or occasional . . 

-11-



Placement into a group home was neither an automatic part of a qiv~n youngsterls 

treatment program, nor was there any randomized assignment Into given grnup 

homes or even across homes. Requests for intake into given homes were initiated 

by a youngster's parole aaent in conjunction with his supervisor. In long-term 
• ...~"~ •• - - ..... ~<,~ ••• "-,.-~,, ..... -!"'_-

care homes, a staffing was then held - involving the agent, supervisor, coordinator 

and researcher - to determine if a given youngster would be placed. In the 

Type IV, Temporary Care Home, arrangements wore made 50 that placements could 

occur on an emergency and odd-hour basis. 

.~~ ....• ) .· .. ~.P.,~- ........ ~ .... , ... , ....... ' .... , •.... ~ .. 

Placements occurred both at the time of initial parote 0r at various points in 

time during a youngster's parole experience. Thus, placements in a group reflected 

one of the basic tenets of CTP: rational and treatment-relevant decision-making. 

Placement into a home did not inclu~e transfer of that youngster to the 

coordinator or one agent who handled all cases in a given home. This practice, 

employed by some agencies, was considered inappropriate in terms of maintaining 

continuity of treatment relationships and was seen as antithetical to some of 

I 

the elements ot the CTP research design (matching of agents and youngsters). 

1 
SELECTED EXPERIENCES AND OBSERVATIONS 

Because of the nature 0f the design of the Project and its relationship to C1P, 

it has been difficult to isolate the impact of group home placement and all of 
""-

the variables affectins the use of group hOlOt's. H0wever, many of the complex 

'Oue to space limitations, the discussion here is only an overview (across all 
of the homes) of selected areas. M')re complete discussion is contained in the 
Group Home Projeci.'s research reports. (Ir, 13,14) Final reports will be 
avai 1able around Apri I-May 1~70. 
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dlmensions regarding lreatment of delinquent youths using the element of group 

homes are better known and - to a somewhat Jesser extent - understood. 

Overa!!, the experiences of the Project are viewed positively in spite of 

In the opinion of agents, many youngsters ~ere prQ_vJc1.~d.wLth b.ett.e.LJlvln.g and 

~reatment circumstances than could have been provided in any existing available 

alternative, even though a given group homp .night not have met "ideal" criteria 

for given youngsters. Sh~~t· .. t~rm st~'b iIi zat i on ~as'-fr'eq'u'endyexperi enced. 
. ....... __ . ....-. -~ ... -".- - -

It was possible to locate individuals who appeared, at the time they were selected, 

relatively appropriate to operate five of the six types of homes. 1 Some accuracy 

was experienced in predicting the type of home atmosphere selected individuals 

wou I d mos t I I ke I y deve 1 op. D.iff~!:~.I:)C:~~ ~1.9r'9 d.~men.s ions such as s t ric t nes s , 

flexlbi)ity,\....il.I:Jtonomy and the like could be seen when comparing the homes with 

each other. In all, seven sets of group home parents were selected who operated 

2 
a total of eight different kinds of group homes. At least one year of experience 

was obtained with each of the group home types (except for the Type V Home). 

As of June 30, 1~G9, ct._~otal of 3':1 youngsters, representing 51 different placements 

(some were placed in more than (.ne home) were placed in long-te.rn' care homes 

(six different homes in all). Of those 39 youngsters, 16 were Caucasian, 12 were 

INo appropriate candidates were located for the Type V, Restriction Home, and 
the funds allocated tor the Type V Home were diverted to subsidize the Type VI 
Home and the Girls Group Home. 

2 One couple operated both a Type I Home and Type IV Home at different periods of 
time. 

-13-
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Kexi can-Ameri can and 11 were Negro. \ Thei r average ago at time of each se~r~te 

placement was 17 years. 2 months. They represented all I-level subtypes except 

for the '2 Ap and '4 Se categories - with the majority (57%) being either 
, 

'4 Na or '4 ")t. " The average nt.mber of months on parole prior to each plac~nt 

was 9.8 months - although 49% of the placements were ~rle within the first six 

months of parole. The average length of stay for all long-term care homes was 

162 days (5.4 months). 74% of the placements lasted for eight months or less. 

On the average, placements tended to last for about 43% of the maximum time that 
. . .... , .... ~.~,..... ..... -.. .. .. .. 

would have been possible (considering data-cutoff or home-terminatlo~ dates). 

Twenty-four youngsters, representing 42 different placements were placed into 

two temeorarx care homes. For temporary placements tha average length of stay 

was 3.5 weeks; average age at time of placement was 16 years. 9 months; average 

number of months on parole prior to placement was 11 months; and, most of the 

youngsters placed (72~) were classlfed either '4 Na or Nx. 

Behavior ratings on group home youngsters - In long-term care homes I, II. III 

and VI - were completed by group home parents and parole agents using the 

Youngster Behavior Inventory (11). The group home parents' ratings primarily 

reflected each given boy's behavior in their home, whereas each agent's frame of 

reference was more glObal, and included the boy's behavior both within and away 

from the home. The first ratings (here called pre-ratings) were completed after 

two months In placement had elapsed. Post ratings were then done approximately 

every two months thereafter, for as long as the given boy remained within the 

home. 

-14-
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1Im_~ n __ _ 

Using these first ratings as a base, the post-ratings as perceived by group home, 

~rents, and surrmarized across !9ng-term care homes, revealed that: (a) at the 

first post-test (4 rronths), there had been significant change for the bette.- -
'/ ., 

In terms of if.lprov~nt in positive, healthy behavior items and decrease in 
, i 

negatIve, disturbed behavior items; (b) after six months (post 2), the indices 

of positive behavior change were even more significant; however, indices of 

negative behavior had changed for the worse (but not significantly); (c) after 

eight months (post 3), indices of positive behavior were still improved over 

pre-ratings, but no longer significantly; and, negative behavior indices had 

significantly Changed for the worse; (d) for positive and negative indices combined 

there was a significant change for the worse at post 3, reflecting a marked change 

compared to post J where there had been a significant change for the better. 

Parole agents· ratings reflected a more consistently positive pattern even 

though no changes reached statistical significance. Agents perceived changes 

for the worse at post 2 and 3 in regard to positive behavior indices; but at 

the same time, they saw a rather consistent change for the better In post ratings 

on negative behavior indices, and on negative and positive indices combined. 

The behavior rating information is summarized in Table 1. 

-15-
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Table 1 

Pte-Post Behavior Change In Group Home Boys as Rated by 
Group Home Parents CQmbjn~d. and by Agents CQmRin~d. for 
All Long-Term Care Homes (Types 1,11,111 and VI) ~QmbLn~d 

" Pre .... s Post J Pre vs Post 2 Pre 
(2 mos) (4 mas) (2 mos) (6 mos) {2 mas) 

Behavior Index 
Groups 

G.H. G.H. G.H t 

Parents Agents Parents Agents Parents 
n .. 44 n .. 22 n .... 26 n .. 15 n .. }9 

I : 
Indices ot healthy, + + + - + 
positive behavior (p< .05) (P<.0l) 

II: 
Indices of disturbed, + + - + -
negative behavior (p<.OS) (p<.01) 

I and II Combined + + + + -
(p<.OS) (p< ,OS) 

Key: + • "better" at post 

.. 'wrse" at post 

vs Post 3 
(8 mos) 

Agents 
n ... 11 

-

+ 

+ 

n .. No. of Lqtjngs at ~. (Pre-ratings. 44 G.H. Parents; 22 Agents,) 
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Since youngsters absent from the homes after 4, 6, or B months could nt)t be 

rated {factor of attrition}, the particular set of youngsters included in any 

gIven post-ratIng group is not entirely identical to the set of youngsters in 

the pre-rating group. We are presently attempting to see if, for example, the 

background and parole characteristics of the post 3 rating group differ 

significantly from those of the other rating groups. If this, Qr other 

possible factors, do not account for the findings given here, it might be 

concluded that there was a "point of diminishing return" regarding impact of 

group home placement on given youngsters - at least as perceived by the group 

home parents. Overall, however, parole agents tended to perceive pre-post changes 

for the better (combining indices of positive and negative behavior) when rating 

youngsters from a more global frame of reference as compared with the group 

home parents. 

During the data collection period (November 1966 - June 1969), four of the 

~even sets of group home parents were terminated - all by staff decision; none 

lat the request of the group home parents. By October. 1969, two of the remaining 

homes had ended operat i on: one due to the death of the, husband (Type i V. Temporary 

Care), the other (Type VI, Individualized) due mostly to geographical and program 

changes in the parole unit, aNd also in part due to the couple's feeling that they 

no longer wished to continue providing direct foster care. The remaining home 

(Type I II, Boarding) is currently operating, some three years after it began. 

The shortest operation of a home was two months (Type I. Protective), although 

this same couple was with the Project a total of six months operating a Temporary 

Care Home on a trial basis for the remaining four months. 
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It is difficult to use any single factor to completely account for the 

termination of any of the four sets of group home parents mentioned above. 

In a very general sense, staff reached a point where they felt that the group 

home parents' philosophies, personalities, styles, and the like. fell bel~~ 

minimum acceptable standards relative to (a) the perceived need$ of youngsters 

in th~ hOllle and/or (b) current (or altered) treatment stances on the part of 

agents. With three of these four couples, group home staff felt that the 

Individuals might be appropriate for particular types of foster care where 

the cOl'ftplexities of operating a group home would be absent and/or the types 

of youngsters would be different. 

Most clear is the case of the first Type I Home, which was used later as a 

Temporary Care Home. This couple was simply not providing the level of care 

and supervision required, nor the level which they had provided a5 a CTP group 

home prior to becoming an official Group Home Project home. In the case of 

the other three homes, different and more complex factors were involved. 

These three homes seemed to go through a similar se~uence of event,s" culminating 

in termination. Wi th two homes, the sequence 'lIas experi enced over an ei ghteen'"' 

month period of time. With the other home, the sequence waS "compressed" into 

a four-month time period. 

Generally, this sequence involved an initial period of operation that was 

encouragl"g and acceptable, only to gradually and then more rapidly go 

.. ;,,,;::d 11'1 - both in terms of staff assessments and in terms of how the group 

home par~nts seemed to feel. L With some exceptions, it appeared that the 
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youngsters placed - individuals who were prone to be more delinquent 1 - provided 

relatively little positive feedback to the group home parents, whether directly 

or more in terms of noticeable, long-term change. The group home parents' 

reactions (typically complaining to - 0'" opposition toward - staffj more 

pressure on the youngsters) wer~ u~uolly met with by implicit or explicit 

d i sappl'ova I from agents and/Of r~r;uCt i (',r, ot agent support. Once agents 

began to feel that giw)l) youngsters in a home were having detrimental 

experiences, or began to feel dissatisfied with the results of efforts to 

alter things - and/or uncomfortable in dealing with the group home parents -

the "decline" of that home had passed the point of 1Ino return". 

The group home parents tended, as a group, to be from the lower-middle class 

("blue collarll) socio"economic segment 01 the community. They also tended to 

have not progressed beyond a high school education. They represented a wide 

range ot ages (25-74; average age was 43; 71% were 40 or old~r). Five couples 

had children of their own living within the home (usually either pre-schoolers 

or adolescents). Four of the seven sets of group home parents (two of which 

were terminated) had had prior foster home experience. Their motivations and 

needs tended also to be rather simple and basic relative to the youngsters: 

They seemed to want to feel that what they were doing was helpful to the youngsters 

and that they, as people, were "accepted" by stafL There were many attempts to 

lAs a whole, the group home youngsters tended to be "worse" parole risks than 
the remaining eTP experimental population, as indicated by comparing average 
Base Expectancy scores for the two groups. (15) 
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help them achieve a feeling of being part of the I'team"; yet, in most cuses. 

succes~ in achieving this appeared to be relatively Shott-lived. 1 Even so, 

more success seemed to be achieved than had been the case with most erp toster 

homes. Adding to the problems was the fact that no regular program (,f " re lief" 

(time off) was established for the group home parents. 

I n ret rospect, it appears that d i Herent or more appropri ate ass i stance c<.)u Id 

.. (and in some instances - should) have been provided for···t·he·gl·oup··'horMl··r~~r.en.tz.""-'H. 

The e)ttent to which home terminations or other issues might h()ve been affected 

by such assistance has been the subject of a good deal of debate among staff. 

TENTATIVE CONCLUSIONS 

Some of the suggestions evolving from Project experiences include: (a) soma 

. individuals who might be appropriate for indiVidual foster home care of certain 

. youngs ters c;:.aD.!1ot_~_a.!'d Ie th~~i~~e.~, \S.~J_t~!!.eous dem§l!!~.tLof.. :!e"eraL sari ous ly 

delinquent, and frequently disturbed youngsters - particularly when these demands 
~~--...--..-- --~. -....---~--' ---" -.. ,,----

are later accompanied by complex, implicit and/or explicit role and treatment 

expectations; (b) agents and group home parents, though independently matched 

with youngsters, might still not be a "good match" with one another; (c) foster 

or group home parents (those usually avai lable within the community), require 

'The Project's overall attempt to develop a Ilteam approach l' involved many complex 
factors, and was only moderately satisfactory - with tlsuccess" varying a gOQd 
deal among the different homes. There were diffrring opinions - at any given 
point in time - among staff (and group home parcl!t_' relative to roles, 
responsibilities, authority and the like - thus comFlicnting the implementatio~ 
of a Ilteam <'')proach". 
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special assistance when support, fnformation, experience~, and the like are 

relev()nt to "where pc?pte are" as people, and when the emphasis is beirlg placed 

on maintaining or developing their "natural resources II rather than trying to 

"profcsslonali7c ll them; (d) for the older, more seriously disturbed delinquent. 

it may be necessary to sacrifice a certain amount of "home atmosphere" in order, 

to lease or buy adequate fac; lities anc to provide professionally trained staff 

( ins tead of I or in conj unct i on wi th I very carefu lty se Jected "house parents Jl ) 

•• '" .......... -' .......... ~ • '" ., p ••• p.. ,... ••• a· " ...... ~..... •• ··t·· • ....... '. .... u ...... -.. • •••.• ,,~ .,-

in addition to utilizing volunteers and aides. If staff left or did not work 

out satisfactorily, a change in physical placement for the youngsters in the 

home wou~d not be required; (e) group home parents - whether having raised 

children of their own or not - who seemed to have a good intuitive "feel for"~ 

and acceptance of, the "adolescent turmoi}1I (apart from delinquency), appeared 

better able to weather crises and to llbounce back"; (f) planned - and sometfmes 

spontaneous - relief is an absolute must, particularly in the case of group 

home parents or live-in staff. 

In spite of the difficulties experienced, there was a general feeling among 

almost all staff that group homes should have an ongoing role in eTP. When 

the Group Home Project began, staff attitudes were more guarded, not only in 

relation to group homes, but relative to foster homes as well. At the close of 

the study, many agents seemed to feel more positive about out-oF-home placements. 

They seemed to feel that - in spite of predictable problems - group home 

placement would usually be preferred over foster homes. 
~, ~,. _ .. _-"._. ---"'---"-- - -.. _.-.~_ ... _"-

lThis type of staffing pattern would, as a rule, be more expensive than the 
present approach. 
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This may seem rather puradoxical - but the homes did tend to provide be~ter, 

more predictable, and more readi ty avai lable services than foster homes h.ad 

previously provided. For example, the use of the Temporary Care Home preve(lted 
"" 

th~ detention of many youngsters. Also. mo~t youngsters placed seemed to reoi$t 

placement less in the group homes than was usually the case with foster home 

placement~ and. they seemed to view the former homes more as an extenSion of 

the CTP program and their agent. 

In summary, we are left with a mixture ot experiences which have raised more 
/ 

questions than they have answered.1 Group homes as a single program item offer 
/ 

no panacea. However. we feel that they should be given every consideration as 

a possible important treatment variable - but implemented only atter planninq 

which takes careful account of the needs of the population to be served and of 

the treatment/management goals of the agency and/or professional staff as well. 

This study mayor may not satisfy some of our intense needs for concrete evidence 

in working with delinquent youth. However,it is important to note that we are 

ina pr:09..Lal!l..:.de.v.e-l-{)pme.ntaLe.ra.in whi6h-.;fJ~)(-i&!4:±tl{:. and CQ!!lP..Le.llty- ar~ not on Iy 

a reality, but represent desirablel,:..if notXE;!Q...l!Lre9 - elements as weI 1. Pilot, 
-T----..- .... ~ .. _.~ ___ "---· ......... ___ --. __ -

~xper i ment.aL~l!9~?<P 10.r:.~.~<?rxpr09ram~.~~c:~a~._~_~~_~~~, the G rO~E._!!<?rrl~ Proj e~t take 

011 understandabLe r:eJ~':!',~pceJ not always in the traditional sense of providing 

"unassailable proof" of one kind or another, but ratt"ler in the sense.of adding 

to our grow i n9 unders-t-andi UCJ 0f and perspect i ve on. pE~op.l.e~-ofJ~ . .he reo.lS(:I'S why 

some individuals - by society's current definitions - are delinquent or 

maladapted, and of what can be done to further more constructive forms of 

adjustment on their part. 
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